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Inside Front: Although the Game Division's duck nesting boxes are intended mainly for wood ducks, some other b~ds find them a convenient
home, too. Photographer Bill Cross found this saw-whet owl looking over
the scene from his man-made nest cavity.
Inside Back: It's easy to understand how people can get sentimental
about fawn deer and try to make pets of them, but after reading the
article on page 31 you'll know why the fawn's beauty is a flaw. Photo
by Bill Cross.
Back: A woodcock's nest with its four spotted eggs (shown slightly
larger than life-size) is something you are not likely to find without
some luck. Photo by Bill Cross.
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EDITORIALS

MORE ABOUT DEER
THE 1972 DEER SEASON

Our mail is rather heavy these days-and has been
since last fall when Commissioner Marsh closed the
deer season a few days early, after the registered deer
total became a reason for concern-with questions
concerning rumors about the deer season this year.
Out of state, especially, wild stories are making the
rounds.
To dispel these rumors, let us make the following
statements. (This editorial was written April 14, 1972.)
The dates for the 1972 season were established by the
Legislature in 1971: October 23-November 25 in the
northern zone, and November 4-November 25 in the
southern zone. The special archery season is set to open
October 2 statewide and close in each zone the last
hunting day before the firearms season opens.
The Commissioner will know by mid-year the effects
of winter on the deer herd and will also know how this
year's fawns are doing. He has the authority to change
the season if he feels it necessary and if he does so by
September 1. He also has the authority to shorten the
season once it has begun, as he did in 1971.
The winter, although featured by deep snow for the
past few weeks, was milder than average until around
mid-February. Even with the coming of snow, the ability
of the deer to move about was generally not hampered
too badly. As they had not had to call heavily on their
body reserves, they were, by and large, in good condition to cope with winter when it finally became average. The eighth deer mobility report of snow measurements taken in representative deer yards across the
state by wardens and biologists was encouraging; it
was made April 10 and showed only limited mobility
problems in the northern half of Maine, with no problems, except perhaps in scattered areas, in the rest
of Maine.
Should there be any necessity to make any changes,
the Commissioner would do so as early as possible be-
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fore September 1. If any curtailment should be required, it would probably affect only the latter part
of the season.
Is it safe to plan a hunting trip in Maine this year?
Certainly. We see no indication now that this winter
has been overly tough on our deer. We look for a good
fawn crop. And only some factor that cannot be foreseen now could change this outlook.
We have prepared a statement on the deer prospects,
which has been updated twice during the winter and
will be updated once more after snow goes, and again
later, as required. To find out the latest on the deer
season, in case you are planning a trip, just ask for
Information Brief No. 17, latest version. (The next update will probably be made around May 1; the current
version is summarized in this editorial.)
We have notified news media in Maine and the rest
of the northeast about the deer mobility reports every
two weeks since January 3, and we will continue to
issue this kind of information as often as there is something newsworthy to say. With continued co-operation
by press, radio, television, and magazines, we will try
to keep you informed.
WHO CARES ABOUT DEER?

We don't know why people continue to let their dogs
run loose in areas frequented by deer, but they do. It's
unlawful, all the news media carry material about this
problem, Department people mention it constantly in
addressing clubs and other groups, and we know that
people are aware that dogs will kill deer and that deer
are especially vulnerable during snow time when the
dogs have the advantage.
Still, dogs are turned loose without a thought. And
deer die-often a pregnant doe, whose death brings
about the premature deaths of one, two, maybe three
fawns.
Wardens work on this problem, on the ground and
from the air. They have success, but there are only so
many of them, and there are too many dogs running
free.
Still, people let dogs run loose. Don't they care about
deer?
We don't know. But people caring about deer is all
that will prevent dogs from killing deer. Period.
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ProgressatALoosehead
MUCH IS BEING LEARNED AND ACCOMPLISHED AS
STUDY OF MAINE'S LARGEST LAKE CONTINUES

ITH OUR intensive Moosehead Lake investigation in its sixth year, project plans have
been re-written to extend most of the studies
through 1976-some portions until 1980. The extension
was approved by the appropriate federal agencies for
reimbursement of 75 per cent of the costs. The Fish and
Game Department pays the other 25 per cent. This
report explains some of the problems and the steps we
are taking to solve them.
In general, we have found Moosehead's physical
and chemical conditions to be well suited for salmon,
togue, and trout. The water quality is approximately
the same as it was when Dr. Gerald Cooper surveyed
the lake in 1944. There have been some biological
changes, perhaps the most important of which was
the invasion of yellow perch into waters of the Moosehead drainage. Perch are serious competitors with
salmon, trout, and togue, because they consume large
quantities of food that the young of the game species
need for early growth. Specifically, yellow perch consume large quantities of young smelts, which are important food fish for the game species. Also, large perch
can prey on small salmon, trout, and togue.
It appears that the initial yellow perch population
explosion is over and that their numbers have stabilized. Many of our Maine lakes with yellow perch populations have good salmon and togue fisheries, but brook
trout are usually more difficult to maintain in the presence of perch. It is unlikely that Moosehead's brook
trout fishing can be restored to its former status, but
there are many fine trout still available to the angler.
One of the most rewarding phases of the study comes
as a result of stocking known numbers of marked salmon, observing their growth, and determining the
harvest by counting and interviewing anglers. In 1967,
we stocked 50,000 marked yearling salmon approximately 5 inches long. Some of these salmon attained
the legal length of 14 inches in their third summer of
life (age 2+ ), and we estimated that about 600 of them
were caught in 1968. In 1969 when they were age 3+,
we estimated 3,430 were caught. In 1970, 1,300 were
taken (age 4+), and in 1971, at age 5+, only 100 were
caught. We do not expect many more from this stocking
to be caught in 1972. Through 1971, the estimated total
harvest from the 50,000 stocked in 1967 was 5,434, or
about 11 per cent.
During the same years, we were checking non-marked
or wild salmon caught by anglers. Wild salmon spend
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By Roger P. AuClair
Regional Fishery Biologist

Creel census information gathered during open-water and
ice fishing seasons is used to estimate the total catch
of each species and to evaluate the success of various stockings.

one or two years in their native stream, and at first
they grow more slowly than the stocked salmon. However, wild salmon growth catches up with that of the
hatchery salmon, and probably the wild fish live longer.
Our estimates of catches of wild salmon of the same age
group as the hatchery fish stocked in 1967 are as follows: 592 caught in 1969 at age 3+, 3,481 in 1970 at age
4+, and 1,359 in 1971 as 5-ye...Qr-olds, for a total of 5,432.
We expect more than 100 wild salmon to be caught in
1972 and perhaps a few 7-year-olds in 1973.
From the group of 50,000 marked salmon stocked in
1967, we have learned that some become legal as 2-yearolds, most become legal and are caught as 3- and 4-yearolds, and a few are still available as 5-year-olds. Also,
about 11 per cent of those we stocked were caught by
anglers. Wild salmon of the same age group were
caught mostly as 4- and 5- year-old fish, and nearly the
3

same number were harvested. We do not know how
many eggs or young it took to produce the 5,400 or so
wild salmon caught by anglers, but we suspect that
approximately 50,000 wild young salmon came from
tributaries of Moosehead Lake in 1967.
In 1969, we stocked another group of 50,000 marked
yearling salmon. In 1970, 96 of these were caught as
2-year-olds,
and in 1971, a whopping 7,454 of them
were caught at age 3+. If this trend continues, we

may harvest around 10,000 from the second groupalmost double the number harvested from the 1967
stocking. The catch of wild salmon (1,310 in 1971) from
this same age group is also almost doubled. Remember
that most wild salmon are not caught until they are 4
years old, and this will occur in 1972. Of course, the
total catch of salmon is much greater than any of these
figures, because there are several age groups contributing to the catch in any one year. These results indicate that a harvest of 20 per cent of the stocked salmon
may be possible from some stockings and possibly from
corresponding groups of wild fish.
The stockings in 1967, 1969, and 1971, of 50,000
marked salmon each, were purposely low (one salmon
per 1 1/2 acres of water), but in Moosehead Lake natural reproduction is probably double this figure. We have
learned from other studies that stocking rates of 1 to
2 salmon per acre per year provide good fishing in large
lakes. Higher rates may result in stunted fish, especially
where smelts are not unusually abundant. Beginning
with the 1971 stocking, we are planning to stock 50,000
marked yearling salmon every year to smooth out the
ups and downs which result from stocking every other
year. In effect, this doubles the number of hatchery
salmon stocked at Moosehead Lake. We plan to monitor
the results of the change for several years.
We are also stocking some of the young salmon in
tributary streams where we want them to return to
spawn, thereby hoping to increase the number of wild
salmon available to the angler. Salmon have a strong
homing instinct which causes them to return to the
stream where they were hatched or stocked.
Some readers may wonder why we do not stock all
young salmon in streams. The reason is that many lakes
do not have suitable tributary streams, or the suitable
streams if present are not large enough to supply sufficient numbers of salmon for a large lake. Another
important factor is survival. Young salmon in shallow
streams are easy prey to fish-eating birds and mammals;
also, these young fish are voracious feeders, and care- ,
less stream anglers may kill many while trying to catch
a trout.
Roach River, Moosehead's best tributary suited for
salmon, is 6.2 miles long from First Roach dam to
Moosehead Lake, and it contains about 250,284 square
yards of suitable salmon nursery area. We have found
about 6 young salmon per 100 square yards in this
river. So, Roach River probably produces 15 to 16 thousand young salmon per year for Moose head Lake. This
4

number is probably low because some of the young
salmon leave the stream before we make our population
estimates. However, the estimate of 6 young salmon per
100 square yards agrees with estimates from other
streams, and it is better than most. The above estimates
are for young salmon more than 1 year old. Salmon fry
are much more abundant, but their survival over winter
is low.
Young salmon are also produced in many small
streams as well as in Moose River and the East and
West outlets. We trapped the East Outlet fishway
during 1971 and counted more than 1,000 young salmon
up to 12 inches long entering Moosehead Lake. Moosehead may also be getting some young salmon from
upper sections of the Moose River above Brassua Lake.
Salmon production in the tributaries may increase
in the next few years. Roach Riv-ir was used for log
driving for many years, and some damage to the river
resulted, but it is still in surprisingly good condition
except for deposits of bark and hundreds of cords of
sunken wood near the river mouth in Spencer Bay.
The drive was ended in 1971, and the same fall, Scott
Paper Company crews began salvaging wood at the
mouth. These operations will be continued during low
water periods, and plans to remove bark deposits have
also been discussed. We have guaranteed minimum
flows for Moose River.East and West outlets, and Roach
River. These flows may seem low at times to the fishermen, but they will insure enough water to sustain fish
and insect life.
OOSEHEAD LAKE is ideally suited for lake trout
M
(togue ), and during the 1944 survey more togue
were caught than salmon or trout. There are miles of
rocky shorelines and many rocky shoals where togue
can spawn. Moosehead has around 55,000 acres of
water more than 40 feet deep where summer temper-
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atures are below 60 degrees and where there is abundant oxygen for togue. Moosehead could produce to
the angler between 25,000 and 40,000 pounds of togue
per year, or about Yz pound per surface acre per year.

In 1967 (first year of creel census), we estimated about
28,000 pounds of togue were harvested by anglers; in
1968, the harvest dropped to 23,000 pounds; 1969,
9,700 pounds; 1970, 7,500 pounds. In 1971, the catch
went up again to around 13,000 pounds. The numbers
of togue caught for the above years respectively were
10,203; 13,260; 4,654; 4,631; and 6,657.
With a decrease in total numbers in the population,
the growth rate increased. The percentage of younger
fish harvested has likewise increased. The weight of
the average togue caught did not change much after
1967. The 28,000 pounds caught in 1967 was probably
near the maximum that the lake can produce annually
on a sustained basis.
Assuming no natural reproduction, stocking Moosehead Lake adequately with hatchery togue would require a minimum of 275,000 yearlings annually. This
is more than the annual production of togue from all
Maine hatcheries in most years. So we must increase
natural reproduction and survival to re-stock the lake
to its fullest potential. We do not know for certain what
caused the decline in togue fishing, but the information
we have suggests that heavy catches, coupled with inadequate natural reproduction, may have reduced the
adult population to a very low level. A study of lake
level drawdown between spawning (October) and
hatching (April) reveals an increasing frequency of
drawdowns of two or more feet. Since togue spawn on
shallow, rocky, windswept shoals or shores, lake drawdowns after spawning can result in high egg mortalities.
In the past, the Kennebec Water Power Company has
maintained a full, or nearly full, lake all summer long
for us to enjoy good docking facilities. However, the
lake has been lowered during late fall and winter to
provide space for the spring runoff to accumulate. The
water is stored mainly for power generation. Other
advantages are flood prevention and a good flow in the
Kennebec River during the summer when most uncontrolled rivers often become nearly dry.
We met with company representatives last summer
and reached an agreement on a trial policy for water
level control on Moosehead Lake. We hope this will
improve spawning conditions for togue and other
species. Briefly, the plan is to begin the drawdown in
late summer so the lake will be down about five feet
by October 5. The togue spawn around October 15.
After October 5, the lake level will not be drawn down
any lower although it may fluctuate upward and down
again to the October 5 level. This schedule was in effect in fall 1971. We found spawning togue on a shoal
around October 15, 1971, and our scuba divers located
eggs among large rocks at a depth of four feet. The

Aerial view of Roach River near its mouth in Spencer Bay
This photo, taken in November 1971, shows sunken pulpwood,
exposed after lake was drawn down. Many cords of this wood
have been salvaged, and more will be when low water permits.
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depth should be enough to provide safety for the eggs
until hatching time around the end of March.
Lowering the lake level during late summer and early
fall will cause some inconvenience to campowners in
shallow water areas. Meetings were held at which we
explained to them what we are doing and what they
should expect. Local representatives also met with the
fish and game commissioner in Augusta for further
discussions. Most campowners are willing to try this
schedule if it will improve togue fishing. Some other
benefits are a wide beach area for beachcombing in
late summer and an opportunity to work on wharfs and
shorelines in the fall.
Another Department recommendation, well received
at the Greenville hearing, was the proposal for an 18inch legal length limit on togue. Our study revealed
that the average Moosehead Lake togue does not spawn
until it is more than 17 inches long (more than 60 per
cent of the togue caught by anglers had never spawned).
It seems reasonable that if we want to increase the
spawning population, we must reduce the catch of
immature fish. The new regulation was in effect during
the 1972 winter fishing season, and at this date (March
1972 ), the 18-inch limit has resulted in almost complete
protection of the togue, as few legal-sized fish have
been caught this winter.
There are some arguments against the higher length
limit. One is that short fish are killed or die after they
are released. This happens with any length limit.
Anglers must use care when releasing short fish and
learn to use lures or bait that will not attract small fish.
As soon as the spawning population of togue is large
enough, we will review all regulations and make necessary changes. A 2-fish, 14-inch limit instead of an 18inch limit on togue this winter would not have saved
any fish. We asked anglers how many 14-to-18-inch
togue were released each day, and in almost every case,
they could have kept every fish if the length limit had
not been increased. One party of 4 persons caught 8
togue between 14 and 18 inches long. They would have
kept every one, with a 2-fish, 14-inch limit.
It is possible that a 2-fish limit may be desirable after
the number of 18-inch fish has increased to the point
where more than 2 togue 18 inches or longer can be
commonly taken. An 18-inch togue weighs less than 2
pounds, and with the present weight limit of 7%
pounds, one angler could take 5 legally.
Our goal is for fishermen to make the greatest possible harvest the population can tolerate without depleting the breeding stock to a critically low level.
From the 1971 creel census sample of 4 marked and
109 wild 4-year-old togue, we can estimate roughly
that 59 marked and 1,620 wild 4-year-old togue were
caught by anglers in 1971. This is too small a sample
to place much confidence in, but it does indicate that
there are probably many times (27 times, if we use
the sample ratio) more wild 4-year-old togue than
marked hatchery fish. The 4 marked togue we checked were 15 to 17 inches long, which indicates the
stocked togue are growing well and that most of them
were probably legal-sized in 1971.
Now, if we stock 50,000 one-year-old togue in a
lake, and they are 4 years old before they attain a
5

legal length of 14 inches, we cannot expect to have
all 50,000 still available after 3 years. The annual
survival is probably not more than 50 per cent, for a
rough figure. It varies from 30 to 60 per cent, with
the older fish dying at a faster rate because they
are caught by anglers in addition to undergoing natural mortality. By age 4, the initial 50,000 are probably
down to around 6,000.
Tague are slower growing than salmon or brook
trout so it will take us longer to acquire the information we need to make any further management recommendations. Tague were stocked again in 1970; and
beginning with the spring of 1972, we plan to stock
50,000 marked togue each year for at least the duration of the study.

S

INCE the time yellow perch became well established, around 1962, the brook trout population of
Moosehead Lake has declined. The winter catch of
brookies has decreased from around 20 per cent to
less than 5 per cent of the total winter catch. It is
difficult to make valid comparisons earlier than 1967
as factual information
is unavailable. However,
many trout from one to three pounds are still caught
every year. Trout grow well in Moosehead Lake, and
most of the tributaries have young trout that contribute some fish to the lake.
So we could determine the status of the wild trout
in the harvest, we did not stock hatchery trout in the
lake from 1966 to 1971. In the fall of 1971, we stocked
50,000 marked trout 4 to 5 inches long to determine
their survival rate and to estimate how many will be
caught by anglers during the next 2 or 3 years. These
trout should be 6 to 8 inches long in 1972 and about
9 to 12 inches long in 1973.
Many persons familiar with Moosehead Lake recall
seeing large numbers of trout on the "spawning beds"
in late fall. The spawning areas were in shallow
water, and presumably they are places where underground water seeps up through the gravel and rocks.
We know that trout will seek such areas to bury their
eggs. In fact, there can be little survival of trout
eggs buried in gravel that does not have a flow of
well-aerated water percolating through it. Winter
drawdowns probably destroy most trout eggs deposited in these places. It is probable that the same water
level management policy in effect for togue may result in improved brook trout production in Moosehead
Lake.
At approximately the same time yellow perch became abundant in Moosehead Lake, or shortly after,
the smelt population began to decline. Smelts are

the most important food species in the salmon diet.
Lake trout, and, to some extent, brook trout grow
much faster where smelts are plentiful. It appears
that smelt numbers were low throughout the 1960's.
To accelerate the recovery of the smelt population
and to try to establish smelt runs in streams where
they were not known to be present, we stocked millions of smelt eggs and some mature smelts during
the past few years. We concentrated our efforts on
tributaries from Squaw Brook to Lily Bay Brook.
Apparently, smelt runs were rare or non-existent
in most tributaries at the southern end of the lake.
In the spring of 1971, we found some small runs and
egg deposits in some of these streams for the first
time. This is very encouraging.
We are examining the stomach contents of all the
game fish we check, and this past winter, we found
smelts in about 60 per cent of the salmon and togue.
Some togue had as many as a dozen smelts of three
age groups in their stomachs. If smelts become abundant again, there should be a noticeable improvement in the growth and condition of salmon, togue,
and trout. This should result in a greater number
of three- and four-pound fish available to anglers.
figures show that fishing improved
in the 1971 season after the low
point of 1970. We hope the trend will continue upward until Moosehead Lake regains its former high
position as an excellent salmon, togue, and trout
water.
•
REEL CENSUS

C considerably

Smelt eggs collected on burlap-covered frames - shown
here by the author - have been used to establish smelt runs
in Moosehead tributaries. Millions of eggs and some adult smelts
have been stocked. First signs of success were observed in 1971.
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Improve Your Land

r Woodcock
}

two groups of migratory game birds in
Maine
which
include
several species of popular game
birds. The first group consists of
waterfowl, and recommendations
for their habitat needs were presented in the fall 1971 issue of
Maine Fish and Game. The second
group includes the shore birds or
upland migratory species which
have webless feet; the best known
of these in Maine is the American
woodcock or "timberdoodle." Other
game species in this group include
the Wilson's snipe and the Virginia and sora rails.
Mourning
doves, which also belong to this
group and are residents of Maine,
are not a game species in Maine
even though they are harvested in
great numbers in many other states.
This article is one of a series
on wildlife habitat management
in Maine and is devoted to landuse programs or practices which
are beneficial
primarily to the
woodcock.

W

E HAVE

By

J. William Peppard

Migratory Bird Project Leader
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Prime woodcock habitat Field in foreground is used for courtship and summer
activities. Nearby mixed growth and young hardwoods provide nesting
cover. Alders and "popole" knoll in the background are used in the fall. If
natural succession is not delayed through recommended
management
practices, this area will grow less attractive to woodcock in a few years.

E OFTEN refer to food, water,
and cover as being essential
to all animal life. However, these
terms include a variety of needs
for a given species during different
situations and during the different
seasons of the year. We also must
remember that plant and tree
growth is constantly changing, and
a cover that is good this year may
not be as good-and may not even
exist-10 to 15 years from now. And
unfortunately, scientific research
on woodcock habitat has been very
limited in the past, so that little
information has been available.
However, new studies have been
initiated in recent years, and additional knowledge is constantly
being reported.
In general, the woodcock prefers
low, moist areas for feeding because its bill is designed for probing for earthworms in soft ground.
Studies have shown that 80 to 90
per cent of the woodcock's diet is
worms, with the rest including ants,

W

beetles and their larvae, and a
small amount of vegetable matter.
Alder runs and thickets, spring
seeps, flood plains, and edges of
brooks, streams, and flowages are
extremely productive of these foods;
soil conditions in these places
are also favorable for the woodcock to probe with his long bill.
Feeding occurs during the early
morning and late evening, and
woodcock rest during the day in
more dense cover for protection.
Their camouflage coloration
is
their greatest protection, but they
still like to hide from predators
and other disturbances. They often
use the upland edges of the moist
areas where there is young, scattered, mixed growth of various
tree species. If this type of growth
is not immediately available, they
will fly short distances to preferred loafing covers and then return
mornings and evenings to their
favorite feeding grounds.
The preceding broadly describes
7

The well-camouflaged
woodcock nests
in a shallow depression on the ground.
Four quite precocious young
are hatched generally by mid-May.

woodcock habitat requirements,
and the following will be more
specific for their needs during
the different seasons of the year.
guard of woodreturning to Maine in
the spring from the sunny south
is predominately males. These
"early birds" are seeking desirable courtship areas in order to
attract the later-migrating 'females
to their established territories. In
order to perform their aerial displays which attract the females,
the males require openings in the
forest cover from which to base
their operations. Such a clearing
is known as a "singing" field and
is used at both dawn and dusk from
mid-April through mid-May. The
opening may be as small as one-half
acre or as large as a 50 acre field.
The larger fields are often used
by more than one male. Gravel
roads may also be used on occasion,
HE ADVANCE
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as well as natural openings, wood
yards, camp yards, and other manmade clearings. These areas are
usually surrounded by or adjacent
to moist areas and a mixture of
young, open, second-growth hardwoods and softwoods for nesting
sites and daytime loafing areas.
While these clearings are vital
for the nesting season, they may
also be used later on during the
summer months as nighttime resting sites. In addition, the openings benefit other wildlife species
by providing additional "edge"
effect in the forest cover.
Recommendations for singing
fields:
1. Select relatively level ground
adjacent to potential nesting and
feeding areas.
2. Clear away all trees and brush
for at least one-half acre. This
can be done by cutting, bulldozing,
or spraying with approved herbicides.
3. New clearings should then
be burned or mowed if in an old
field. Grazing will help maintain
these openings from year to year.
4. Sparse ground cover of mosses, grasses and other herbaceous
plants, and blueberry bushes will

result and be more attractive
the woodcock.

to

eggs laid by "mother"
in April generally
hatch about mid-May, and the
young are quite precocious. They
leave the nest, which is usually
only a slight depression in the
litter at the base of a tree, within
a few hours after hatching and follow their mother. As broods, they
prefer young stands of hardwoods
and mixed growth, which provide
overhead protection from flying
predators and cover from ground
predators. Within two weeks, the
young will be flying short distances,
and by mid-June they are almost
fully grown.
During late June, woodcock in
Maine start making flights at dusk,
to large clearings or fields where
they spend the night. To the best
of our knowledge at this time,
they simply roost on the ground
throughout the night and leave
for their daytime covers shortly
before dawn. While these clearings are usually larger than the
singing fields, the birds sometimes
use the same openings for both
courtship and summer activities.
HE FOUR

T woodcock
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In any event, both types of fields
have similar physical characteristics with little ground cover in
the form of trees or brush. Grasses,
other herbaceous plants, and blueberry bushes are tolerated;
they
serve as protection from the elements and predators and yet allow
the birds to land and take off readily; and they permit easy mobility
on the ground. Adjacent cover to
these clearings should also include
areas for nesting and brood habitat, and moist areas for feeding
activities must be nearby.

and run-out blueberry fields appear to b.e the most attractive.
2. Using the methods as for singing fields, clear an area of at least
2 to 3 acres except for scattered
clumps of hardwoods or pasture
pine and spruce.
3. Burning or grazing will maintain these openings for a period
of several years.
4. Ground cover similar to that
in the singing fields will result,
and the site will be more attractive
to woodcock.

Recommendations for summer
fields:
1. Old, abandoned farm fields

to leave Maine, some of their
Ifavorite
habitats or covers include

N THE FALL,

as woodcock prepare

alder runs, old pastures and orchards, abandoned farm fields which
have grown-up to young hardwoods, birch and "popple" knolls,
and even young mixed-growth
stands on occasions. Their preferences apparently vary greatly with
the weather and food supplies. In
fact, an old Washington County
saying is that "the drier the fall,
the higher the woodcock, and the
wetter the fall, the lower the woodcock." What this means is that in
a real dry October, the "flights"
prefer knolls, side hill covers, and
higher elevations. But in rainy
or wet Octobers, they apparently
prefer the lowlands and even flooded situations. In any event, weather conditions influence food supplies, which in turn, influence
the habits and activities of the
birds.
Recommendations for fall covers:
1. Selectively cut or thin hardwood and mixed- growth stands to
encourage young stands of both
types.
2. Grazing in alder runs and
pastured woods will make them
more attractive to woodcock.
3. Alders can be encouraged in
old fields where there is moisture
by removing other tree growth.
4. Old apple trees and orchards
should be pruned and released
from other tree growth in order
to make them more vigorous and
productive.
OODCOCK
require a variety
and a mixture of habitat types
for different activities. The more
these types can be inter-mixed or
closely related to each other, the
more suitable the entire area will
be for woodcock during all seasons
of the year . .And a final reminder
is that becaese forests do grow,
covers are constantly changingsome for the better and others for
the worse-each year, and woodcock are attracted accordingly.
The goal in managing your land
for these important game birds
should be to make the covers as
attractive as possible for as long
as possible.
•
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Alder runs are favorite fall cover for woodcock, but the one on the
left is grown up too thick and has too much ground cover to attract birds. The alder run
on the right has been opened-up by selective cutting; note the flying woodcock in the center.
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Information

and Education

THIS DIVERSIFIED DIVISION
By Dave Dexter

HE PRIMARY objectives of the Fish and Game Department's Information and Education Division
are disseminating information and furthering conservation education programs in Maine.
Compared with line functions such as law enforcement
and fish and game management, I & E is a staff function
like engineering and administration.
This article is intended to give the reader a more detailed account of the functions of this diversified Division.

T

UBLIC ACCEPTANCE

of changes in fish and game man-

Pagement is generally slow. The trained fish and game
worker has to devote much of his time to "selling" his
work (although he doesn't have as much difficulty on this
point as he did when informational and educational programs and materials were less prevalent).
The role of the I & E Division is to narrow the gap
between the public and the professional conservationist
and to supply the growing demand for fish and game
information.
Inaccurate public information can be more dangerous
than none at all. When public understanding is needed as it is needed for the support of agencies concerned with
conservation of natural resources - such understanding
must be generated by the professional conservationist,
who has a strong interest in accuracy.
Communications specialists within the conservation
agency - I & E personnel - have the best opportunity
to keep up to date on programs. They face no dilution of
conservation emphasis - they don't have to divide their
efforts among programs concerning conservation, boating, scenery tours, skiing, lodgings, camping, etc. They
must have the ability - which comes from practice and
close contact - to understand the layman's reaction to
information from a conservation agency. By remaining
close to the conservation agency's various problems,
they can "tell the story" most efficiently and whenever needed, whether the telling is by news release,
photography, television, magazine or lesser publications,
personal speaking engagement, or through another
medium.
In the past, the news release was the principal means
of contact with the public, through the generous cooperation of news media. The release is still important,
but the production of informational publications and the
10

HAS MANY FUNCTIONS
development of semi-formal conservation education programs have begun to be very effective.
One program is especially noteworthy - the conservation education program conducted at Bryant Pond by the
Conservation Education Foundation of Maine.
The Bryant Pond program has already provided more
than 900 Maine teachers with college-credit courses that
enable them to understand all aspects of the state's natural resources and to integrate this information with their
regular classroom programs. In addition to the teachers,
the program - supported by both federal and state resource agencies - provides outdoor laboratory experiences for youngsters, about 3,400 of whom have gained a
basic understanding of what Maine has and why it must
be protected.
ONSERYATION AGENCIES receive many inquiries pertaining to much more than their specialties. I & E
mail, for example, asking about fishing and hunting, often
includes questions on canoeing, campsites, hiking, etc.
With publications of this Department and some from
other agencies, the Division attempts to answer an inquiry
completely.
Much has been said in recent years about the "population explosion" and the "recreation boom." As a growing
population finds itself with more leisure time because of
shorter work-weeks, greater demands are placed on everyone involved with various forms of outdoor recreation.
Inquiries about hunting, fishing, camping, hiking,
canoeing and so on grow each year. At times, I & E has
been unable to keep up to date with the mail, and the
Economic Development Department and the Maine Publicity Bureau have had similar troubles.
Our film library, now at the University of Maine at
Orono, is a great help in providing answers to questions
and in handling requests for information programs. We
do not have enough staff to provide speakers whenever
they are requested, and the film library fills in very nicely. They are valuable educational instruments because
we select them with an eye to their worth in conservation education - carrying a message on some phase of
conservation and the need and methods of carrying it out.
The difference between promotion and I & E work is
important. In a word, promotion might be termed advertising; it involves a mission of increasing economic de-
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velopment and recreational

use; it carries a minimum of

educational material. Information and Education work whether in Fish and Game, Forestry, or other agency stresses education. Promotion is the work of the Department of Economic Development and the Maine Publicity
Bureau.
The I & E Division has two definite functions as indicated in its name: first, the distribution of information
concerning the activities of the Department and the reasons for these activities; and, second, the fostering of
conservation education on both the adult and schoolage levels.
Maine Fish and Game is a businesslike publication,
devoted to dispensing information on Department projects
and providing educational articles on a variety of subjects. These articles, for the most part, either are unobtainable elsewhere or concern topics which, though they
may be treated generally in other publications, are tied
directly to Maine and its problems, as we publish them.
The magazine is made as attractive as we can make it.
We know from our mail that readers value it for its educational value, and we know also that it has a promotional value to Maine and its recreational industry. In addition, each issue yields reprints of articles which serve
as information pieces we can send in answer to inquiries.
Thus, instead of receiving an expensively produced letter
which may not answer questions completely, an inquirer
may receive magazine reprints or other publications.
With a brief, covering letter, these reprints give him an
extensive amount of information at much lower cost.
In addition to getting information about Department
programs, activities, and legal matters to the public, to
Department members, and to the Legislature, I & E assists
other divisions with projects involving writing, editing,
photography, publication layout, etc. I & E handles much
correspondence
that would otherwise fall to the line
divisions. Most of the incoming mail requests for inferBill Mincher, I & E chief, is shown here explaining the
organizational set-up of the Division and some of its functions,
to wardens attending the annual school at the University of Maine.
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mation can be handled by sending out printed literature
like the approximately 200 reprints of articles that have
appeared in Maine Fish and Game magazine.
A short summary of typical annual activities of the
I & E Division follows: Producing regular news releases,
plus specials, some with photographs accompanying;
producing four issues of Maine Fish and Game magazine,
editing, designing, proof reading, doing layout work,
shooting pictures, and handling circulation details for
the approximately 16,000 subscribers; handling correspondence - the bulk of it being requests for information on fish and wildlife or on hunting and fishing; arranging details for special events; producing and updating
the ice fishing law booklet and open water fishing booklet
annually, plus a hunting and trapping booklet biennially;
updating numerous publications providing public information. Producing safety promotional news stories and
broadcast copy; assisting other divisions with photography, writing, editing, and similar chores involved in
publications they produce; administering the Conservation Education School at Bryant Pond; handling speaking engagements in various parts of the state; shooting
motion picture film for feature productions and for
television use; shooting color slides for series, available to the public, on hunting and snowmobile safety;
administering the Department exhibit at Eastern States
Exposition and taking part in Governors' Day activities:
and producing informational folders on hunting and fishing in Maine, to be used as trip planning aids.
There are many phases of a good information and education program we would like to do and which should be
done. With the limitations I & E has, it must assign priorities and concentrate on those activities which are within
reach.
Without the I & E Division, the Fish and Game Department would face the same needs and public demand
which even now create a large work load. Personnel of
other divisions would have to assume the I & E functions - at a sacrifice in time spent on their own work
or public pressures would have to go unrecognized.
•
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BEAT THE CROWDS-

JRY BOAT-MIVIPINI!

OOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT in the way of a
fishing or family-camping trip? Can you get along
without the hot showers, electric hook-ups, flush
toilets, and other conveniences that most campgrounds
now offer? Do you have a boat, a tent, and a strong desire to get off on your own somewhere? If your answer
is "aye, sir," then boat-camping may be the thing for you.
The Indians, of course, were the first boat-campers,
exploring Maine's many waterways in their birchbark
canoes. Although camping was incidental to them,
even then, the scout or hunter out on his own must
have felt the special pleasure of self-sufficiency as
he put up for the night on some distant shore or island.
Boat-camping changed a little when it became recreation instead of a necessity, when aluminum and fiberglass replaced birchbark, and when electric-start outboards put strong arms and paddles out of business.
But much of the romance, beauty, and attractions of
the far shore are still there for the modern-day adventurer to enjoy. It is still possible, without too much
use of the imagination, to put yourself in the Indian's

L
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By Tom Shoener
moccasins and experience much of what must have
delighted him.
Interest in boat-camping is growing. As more people
and their big, wall-to-wall, stereo, home-away-fromhome, super deluxe camper units flock to the shorebound public and private facilities, an increasing number of dyed-in-the-canvas tenters are loading their gear
into a boat and striking for the distant shore.
This article is intended to help fishermen and vacationers plan safe and enjoyable boat-camping trips
on Maine lakes. Thorough familiarity with conventional
camping methods is assumed. Tenting novices should
gain experience ashore before attempting boat-camping.
Knowledge of safe boat operation is also a prerequisite.
Careful planning is important to the success of any
kind of trip, but with boat-camping, attention to details
becomes critical. Normal equipment lists for tenting
near your car are the starting point for some skillful
surgery. Everything that is not absolutely essential
Maine Fish & Game - Spring 1972

must be cut out. Even so, you may be faced with the
prospect of several round trips from the landing to .the
selected destination in order to avoid overloading your
boat. Every year a few dream trips turn suddenly to
nightmares-some
tragically-when
boats loaded to
the gunwales get into trouble on Maine .lakes.
Safety items, food, and equipment necessary for
minimum creature comforts are all you absolutely need.
Add luxuries to your list only after carefully considering
their importance versus their size and weight. For
instance, fishing gear is important and won't load you
down -take it- but that backyard barbeque and 50pound bag of charcoal should be left at home where
they belong! A lot of bulk can be cut out of the food
supply through the use of dehydrated foods, powdered
milk, etc. Don't try to cut corners on safety equipment.
Be certain you have all the necessary life preservers
and other required items as well as plenty of fuel, oars,
spare shear pins, anchor and sufficient line, and basic
tools. Don't pile a lot of dunnage on top of your life
preservers; keep them accessible at all times.
An adequate boat is very important for one of these
excursions. Especially on the larger lakes-which can
"blow up" even on the prettiest, bluebird day of the
summer-the need for having a good, seaworthy craft
cannot be overemphasized. The use of canoes is not
uncommon among avid boat-campers; and some of the
larger models, such as the locally-favorite Grand Lake
square-stern, are actually much preferred for safety
over most lightweight and car-top boats. It is a good
idea to plan travel on big lakes for the early morning
before the wind rises.
w, after this brief exposure to some of the aspects
f boat camping that are not qui.te so much fun, you
may be ready for something you can really get excited
about: VVhere can you go?
First of all, all of the shoreline, all of the islands, and
every place where you might go on any Maine lake is
owned by someone somewhere, and you can't legally
camp there without permission. If you own the property
or know who does-and get his permission-you're
all set. But chances are you don't, so what now? Well,
the Maine Forestry Department had boat-campers in
mind back along when they started the Authorized
Campsite program, which is a co-operative effort with
private landowners, designed to provide good, safe
places for the general public to camp.
Some of these campsites are accessible by road, some
on rivers by canoe, and others by foot trail, but about
80 of them are on lakes or ponds and can be reached
only by canoe or boat. The latter are the ones we are
interested in now. Information on their exact locations
and facilities available is found in "Forest Campsites,"
which is published by the Forestry Department (details
on ordering this and other publications mentioned can
be found at the end of this article). The sites are all
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located north and east of Bangor within the 10Yz million
acre Maine Forestry District whic_h is an administrative
unit consisting primarily of unorganized townships.
Development at these campsites is kept to a minimum,
which means that you can expect to find a fireplace, a
picnic table, a pit toilet, and a place for your tent. Most
can handle only one or two parties, but there are some
notable exceptions such as the "Student's Island" site
in Mooselookmeguntic Lake which has 15 tables and
four toilets. There is no fee for the use of these boataccess sites, and use is on a first-come basis.
Details of Maine's fire laws are found in "Forest
Campsites," but, briefly, it is lawful to have a cooking
or warming fire at any Forestry Department authorized
campsite without a fire permit. If you camp and have a
fire anywhere else in the Maine Forestry District, you
must first obtain a fire permit from the nearest forest
ranger.
V\Te can't give much detail here on the many individual boat-camping trip possibilities, but it might be of
interest to run down through some of the more popular
areas. Before that, though, mention should be made of
a very good source of detailed information on many of
the popular trips, the A.M.C. New England Canoeing
Guide. This book is published by the Appalachian
Mountain Club, and the $6 price is small in comparison
with the amount of accurate trip details found in it.
The Rangeley area has several very popular boatcamping lakes including Cupsuptic, Mooselookmeguntic, Upper Richardson, and Aziscohos. Mountainous surroundings, sparsely developed shorelines, and
scenery are attractions of these lakes. For fishermen,
this is brook trout and salmon country.
Moosehead Lake, Maine's largest body of fresh water,
has more authorized campsites than any other lake;
about 30 of them can be reached only by boat. Most of
these sites are along the thinly inhabited east shore,
particularly Spencer Bay, and on the islands. Moosehead offers almost unlimited opportunity for exploring
islands, bays, and large expanses of open water.
Salmon, togue, and brook trout are available for the
angler.
Another very popular boat-camping lake, not far
from Moosehead, is Lobster Lake. One reaches Lobster
by traveling north out of Rockwood on the Great Northern Paper Company road; there is a toll charged for use
of this private road. Several miles of easy river travelfirst on the West Branch of the Penobscot River, then
up Lobster Stream which enters the river from the
south-will put you on Lobster Lake. Salmon, togue,
white sand beaches, and the view of nearby mountains
are features of this trip. Other boat-camping waters
in the Moosehead area include Indian Pond and Chesuncook Lake.
Moving north into the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, we find some boat-camping possibilities under
the jurisdiction of the State Parks and Recreation Department. Telos and Chamberlain lakes are the two
13

Scenes such as this one .
at Lobster Lake are enjoyed

by boat-campers.

BOAT-CAMPING INFORMATION SOURCES
main lakes with no restrictions on boats or motors.
Elsewhere in the Waterway, it is canoes only, with a
motor (if used) of not over 10 horsepower; square-stern
canoes are allowed. The only exception to this is on
Allagash Lake and Allagash Stream, where it is canoes
only, with no motors allowed. "Allagash Wilderness
Waterway," a publication of the Parks and Recreation
Department, is the best source of information on this
area. Brook trout and togue are the major game fish in
the Allagash lakes.
Square Lake, up in northern Aroostook County, has
several small campsites that are used mainly by salmon
fishermen. The best access point is on the southeast
shore of Cross Lake; travel across Cross, through the
thoroughfare (watch for rocks) and into Square Lake.
The main area of interest among boat-camping smallmouth bass fishermen is in western Washington and
northern Hancock counties. Some lakes in this region
are also good for salmon and togue, and found here,
too, is some of the best pickerel fishing in the state.
West Grand, Scraggly, Nicatous, Junior, Fourth Machias, and Duck lakes all have boat-access camping.

As

INCOMPLETE as this brief review of boat-camping
areas is, it should still serve to whet your appetite
for this kind of activity and convince you that there is
a lot of opportunity for it in the State of Maine.
It bears repeating that the use of authorized campsites is a privilege extended to you by the landowner.
Privileges and responsibilities go together, and the
responsibilities are yours. Use fire with care. Respect
private property. Share your campsite with others. Do
not cut or disfigure live trees. Leave your campsite
at least as clean as you found it. Burn trash that will
burn; carry other refuse out with you to an approved
dump. Be a safe and courteous boat-camper.
•
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The following free publications are available from the Information and Education Division, Maine Fish and Game
Department, Augusta, Maine 04330. Ask for each desired
publication by title.
"Forest Campsites" lists locations and facilities available
at campsites maintained by the Maine Forestry Department.
Also has fire laws and location of forest rangers.
"Allagash Wilderness Waterway" contains general information, campsite locations, rules and regulations, etc., pertaining to the Allagash River and lakes in the Waterway.
"Open-water Fishing Regulations Summary" is a trip planning aid listing general seasons, limits, and regulations. Complete law booklet is available when you buy your license.
"Maine Boating Guide and Laws" contains everything you
need to know about safe boating and the Maine boat laws.
"Escape to Me." and "Camp with Me." are general information folders on flat water canoeing and camping in Maine.
"Maine Lakes" lists approximately 1,500 lakes and ponds
and the main fish species present in each. Survey maps (10(!:
each) showing depths, temperatures, and other useful information, are available for waters listed in "Maine Lakes."
The following publications of interest to boat-campers are
available from the sources indicated.
A.M.C. New England Canoeing Guide describes many flat
water and white water canoe trips. Available for $6 from the
Appalachian Mountain Club, 5 Joy Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108.
Maine Outdoorsman's Guide and Almanac is a handy source
of all kinds of useful information on outdoor sports in Maine.
Revised annually. Available for $1 from All Outdoors, Box 644,
Augusta, Maine 04330.
Topographic maps (50(!: each) are available from the U.S.
Geological Survey, Washington Distribution Section, 1200 S.
Eads Street, Arlington, Virginia. These handy maps may also
be purchased at many sporting goods and office supply stores.
"Sportsman's Map of Northwestern Maine," available free
from the Paper Industry Information Office, 133 State Street,
Augusta, Maine 04330, gives information on access to the
large tracts of private timberlands north of Moosehead Lake
and west of Ashland. Most paper companies with land outside of this area have their own woodlands maps.
Also available in many sporting goods stores are county
maps of Maine published by Prentiss & Carlisle Company of
Bangor, and Phillips Sectional Maps of portions of Maine,
printed by Augustus Phillips, Northeast Harbor.
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Diving for Fish Facts
By Fred W. Kircheis
Fishery Research Biologist

IVING
for various reasons
is an old idea which, even
before the time of Christ,
was used to a limited extent in warfare and salvage operations. Early
divers depended on breath-holding
or snorkels for survival. Later developments led to a surface supply
of air under pressure, allowing
divers to go deeper and stay down
longer. Not until the twentieth
century did research lead to the
development of SCUBA equipment.
SCUBA (Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus) permits a diver greater mobility and
freedom than he ever had before.
He is no longer dependent on someone else for his air or for letting
him down and pulling him up, and
he is not confined by air hoses,
communication lines, etc. However,
he is limited to the amount of time
he can stay submerged by the
amount of air he can carry with
him. This is more of an inconvenience than a limitation except in
salvage or rescue operations where
extensive work is required, in

D

Fishery divers prepare to swim transect
line at Jo-Mary Pond to provide
an estimate of the amount of fish life
the pond supported before reclamation.
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which case surface-supplied "hardhat" divers can be used.
Recent developments and equipment improvements give the diver
greater mobility and productivity
while underwater. New systems
allow divers to communicate by
voice with each other or with a
surface tender, without restrictive wires; mini-submarines - some-

self-propelled,
others
surfacetowed - provide extensive coverage of underwater territory, longer
submerged times, and the ability
to go deeper than free-swimming
divers; advanced equipment designs reduce weight, make breathing easier, and are less restrictive
on the diver. General Electric Corporation is experimenting with

new re-breather systems capable of
allowing the diver four hours of
submerged
time, plus the added
advantage
of giving off no noisy
bubbles to frighten fish or obstruct
the hearing of the diver.
sional training is available
for anyone who is planning
up SCUBA diving and is

Profeslocally
to take

highly
recommended. All of these advancements and many others make
the job of the underwater investigator easier and broaden the scope
of his effectiveness.
While the military has been the
forerunner in developing SCUBA
diving, professional and recreational users now number in the
many thousands, and many government and private research facilities
are depending on divers to augment
their store of knowledge. The
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game uses SCUBA diving
in several ways; the Engineering
Division uses it to install, inspect,
and repair their water control
structures; the Hatchery Division
uses SCUBA to check and maintain
fish hatchery water supply systems; and the Warden Division
conducts underwater searches for
drowning victims. The Fishery
Division, however, is by far the
Department's
greatest
user of
SCUBA diving techniques.

lake the togue spawn, so that management techniques can be refined
and water levels maintained, thus
improving togue fishing in one of
Maine's most famous lakes.
For years, fishery biologists have
used cumbersome dredges, grabs,
and hooks to describe the bottom
flora, fauna, and geology of a body
of water. Divers have done the
same job more easily, more quickly,
and frequently more accurately
than was previously possible.
When Jo-Mary Pond was reclaimed,
divers counted the dead fish on
transect lines to help provide an
estimate of the number and size
of the fish in the pond. This technique can also be used on certain
species of live fish such as bass
which do not spook easily when a
diver approaches. A number of bass
can be marked with a tag or fin
clip and then a ratio between the
number of marked fish and unmarked fish seen by the diver can
be developed to give an estimate
of the total population. A whole
lake can be sampled rather quickly

by a diver on a hydro-plane towed
by a boat.
An inventory of bass nests in the
Belgrade Lakes served for several
years as an index of the bass populations in these lakes. Divers swam
over a standard length of shoreline
at the same time each year, counting active and inactive bass nests
as well as nesting and non-nesting
bass. Increase and decline in the
population were reflected in the
number of spawning bass each
year. It was while assisting on this
project that I had the opportunity
to observe ome rather unusual
smallmouth bass behavior. I had
picked up a three-inch-long crawfish and tossed it onto a bass nest
where the male was guarding his
eggs. The fish was wary of such
close approach but recognized the
crawfish as food, picked it up,
swam off a short distance, and ate
it. I then turned over a rock, located another crawfish, and we
repeated the performance, but with
less reluctance on the part of the
bass. After three or four times of

from providing the obvious ability to "go down there
and see the fish" (an important
consideration for anyone who has
devoted his life to researching
our finny friends), the use of
SCUBA by the fishery biologist
is limited only by his imagination.
Habitat improvement structures
have been installed in some of
southern Maine's bass ponds, and
SCUBA divers are evaluating their
effectiveness. Divers have located
and evaluated potential spawning
areas for lake trout and Sunapee
trout prior to the introduction of
these fish into new waters. Divers
on Moosehead Lake will attempt to
determine just where in this vast

A
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observing me turn over rocks to
locate crawfish, the bass left his
nest unguarded and began to follow me around, eating the crawfish
as I tossed them to him. Pretty
soon he was darting in under the
rocks, while I held them up, to get
at the crawfish himself. Mud puppies produced the same reaction
as crawfish, but the bass was more
fussy about size, preferring
the
smaller ones and rejecting
the
larger ones. This, I feel, represents a certain learning ability by
the bass and is an indication that
food may play a more important
part in the motivation of some male
bass than does fatherhood
since
he left his nest unguarded for several minutes and even left the
vicinity of his nest by more than 15
feet. It is generally felt that the

Lake Region. The male smallmouth,
with his school of several hundred
newly hatched fry, was backed up
against an underwater wall of rocks
trying to fend off five or six smaller largemouth bass. The male smallmouth would be distracted by one
of the largemouths, and the others
would rush in to eat several of the
fry. When the male turned to drive
off the attackers, more would come
in from behind. It was easy to see
from a few minutes observation
how the harried male might get
only one or two of his brood through
to the size where they could fend
for themselves.
The attacking
largemouth bass easily reduced
his family by 50 fish in the few
minutes we watched; multiplied
over days and weeks of time, these
losses could be staggering.

male bass does not feed or leave
the vicinity of his nest during his
incubation of the eggs and the early
days in the life of the fry.
Another interesting bass behavior incident observed by Department divers occurred in the Sebago

D

A bass from a diver's point of view
and vice versa. Photos by the author.
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divers have confirmed the presence of new
species of fish in areas difficult
to examine with conventional methods. River surveys are more acEPARTMENT

curate and more quickly done by
use of divers to examine riffle
areas with just a mask and snorkel.
The Roach River has been examined by divers to detect salmon
spawning populations, now that the
river will no longer be used to
drive pulp. Already, snorkel-equipped divers have counted young
salmon in the Roach River, and we
will refer to this count in future
years to evaluate changes brought
about in the productivity of this
valuable tributary to Moosehead
Lake.
Where do Atlantic salmon young
spend their winters in fresh water?
Divers using photographic equipment will go under the ice on some
of our more important Atlantic
salmon rivers to search out parr
which have previously been identified with a tag or fin clip, in an attempt to find an answer to the
question.
Without
qualified
biologists
skilled in SCUBA diving, many of
these projects and experiences
would be impractical; much more
time would be needed to get at the
same answers. Biologist divers can
help instruct other biologists in
better ways to set nets or use other
equipment, by observing and photographing the gear while in use.
Of course, any equipment snagged
on the bottom or dropped overboard
by a slippery-fingered biologist
can usually be retrieved by a diver,
thus saving the Department the
cost of replacement.
It is impractical to suggest that
all biologists become divers but it
is obvious that some divers can be
an invaluable asset to any fisheries
research
team. SCUBA diving
has found its place in the tool kit
of the researcher, but it is sure to
expand and become even more valuable as more and better techniques are developed and as more
people come to depend on the
assistance that they can receive
from their diving colleagues.
•
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Observations on a continuing search for a suitable crop to help pheasants survive Maine winters.

By Clayton 0. Totman
Brig. Gen. U.S.M.C. (Ret.)

ILDLIFE MANAGERS have
long known that the quality of the habitat is one of
the important factors which determine the amount of game that can
exist in any given area.
Pheasants, like other wildlife,
require food, water, and shelter.
The size of the population will
be limited by the scarcity of one
or more of these requirements at
a given time during the year.
Pheasants are dependent upon
seeds during the winter months
when insects are not available.
Here in Maine, because practically all the seeds are covered
by snow, few pheasants can survive to breed the following year.
Thus, the limiting factor for them
is the lack of food during the
winter. We do have pheasants
surviving on some off-shore islands
where strong winds blow the snow
away leaving bare areas, and we
have survival where the birds are
fed by man.
During the past eight years,
with the assistance of the Maine
Fish and Game Department, I have

W:
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experimented with various planted
grain crops to determine which,
if any, grains planted and left standing would carry the wild birds
through so they could reproduce
and maintain a wild population.
My observations, which may be
of interest to others, are as follows:
Corn, which is the most desirable food grain, is not satisfactory
because of depredation by bluejays
and blackbirds.
All millets-and I have tested
eight varieties-have too weak a
stalk and are covered by the first
snow. The same goes for oats and
buckwheat although these are both
valuable foods during the late
summer and fall.
Sunflowers were also a failure
because of utilization by bluejays.
Pole beans and telephone peas
failed because of lack of suitable
support to hold them above the
snow level.
I have observed no utilization
of rye by the pheasants. One year,
I had excellent utilization all winter
on winter wheat - variety unknown, unfortunately which
stood about three feet tall with
strong stalks. Even after this wheat
was snowcovered, the pheasants

One of the author's wintering
pheasants as seen from a
window in his Waldoboro home.

would burrow into the snow like
rabbits and feed on the grain. No
other birds utilized it as far as I
could see. Winter wheat also gives
a bonus in that deer browse it heavily before snowfall and are in
better condition to face the winter.
Spring-planted barley, which was
tested in 1971, produced a wonderful crop of seed, but it quickly
fell from the ripe heads; it was fedupon heavily but was all gone by
snow fall. The winter wheat variety
I tested this same year had similar
results.
I have tried various varieties
of grain sorghum, all without success until this year because our
seasons are too short for the seed
to mature. In spring l SJ7 l, the University of Maine supplied me with
an early variety of grain sorghum
which looks very hopeful. This
variety is #409 hybrid grain sorghum, supplied by Agway. Better
than 50 per cent of the heads matured seed on strong stalks about
three feet tall. Most of the stalks
have stood under the first snow;
less than 10 per cent were bent to
Maine Fish
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the ground, and the pheasants were
eagerly eating the grain in the
snow.
I fear that the blackbird depredation may be a serious problem
with sorghum. A few charges of
shot successfully dispersed the
blackbirds this fall; otherwise, I
doubt that there would have been
anything left for the pheasants.
It would appear that buckwheat,
oats, and barley are excellent foods
to feed the birds in the summer
and fall to prepare them for the
winter and that certain varieties of
wheat and sorghum show the best
promise for a food that will be
available and can be fed-upon in
spite of three or more feet of snow.
From my observations, it appears
that the majority of the birds from
the state game farm are not able
to feed themselves when released
since they are slow to recognize
any form of food other than the
prepared pelleted poultry food.
Many would starve if they were
switched abruptly to corn and other
grains. I have found that I must
hold the birds for at least three
weeks, gradually changing their
food from pellets to mixed grain,
or they will starve in the midst
of plenty.
During the last week of N ovember 1971, none of the birds observed in the food patches carried
leg bands, indicating to me that
they were the result of natural
reproduction, as none of the forty
adult game farm birds released in
June were present. I know of no
legal harvest of those missing pheasants. However, many failed to
survive various predators, as piles

major

of feathers were found in the
vicinity. I suspect predation by
birds. The. presence of the available grain causes an increase in
mice and song birds which results
in a high population of house cats.
Fox and coon tracks are common,
as well.
Another result of this experiment which should be noted is the
increased posting of land. I found
it necessary to deny hunting within
200 yards of my buildings because
my house and two neighboring
houses were hit by shot. Game law
violation and poor sportsmanship
were so common that it was disgusting. Because of the conduct
of the hunters and the pleasure

that the neighbors have in watching the pheasants, about half of
the land nearby is now posted.
Some criticism is received because of damage to gardens by the
pheasants. They destroy many
cabbage,
cauliflower,
Brussels
sprouts, and broccoli plants. Broccoli is heavily used in the fall and
early winter. This plant may well
be considered in future winter food
research.
In conclusion, I would like to
say that much more work needs to
be done before we can reach any
conclusion on the effectiveness
of this form of habitat manipulation as a game management technique.
•

The author checks seed heads of
grain sorghum after the first
snow storm of winter 1971-72.
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To one it's the first day on an icy brook ... numb fingers, cold.feet, and a worm
on a hook.
It's a big salmon on the Songo bar or a pail of smelts in the trunk of a car.
It's plugging in Farm Island's lee or trolling in The Narrows. Or a Parma
Belle on Cupsuptic ... or a red and white on Barrows.
The swirl of a brookie on "Soudyhunk, "a brown or rainbow elsewhere. And
there are bluebacks,
Sunapees, and fakers completing the trout family fare.
Down deep at Tunk, on top at Square, halfway between at Sebec ... April's
last Saturday at Silver, and October's on the Kennebec.
Derby day in the Be/grades ... or nights on Cobbossee 's bass haunLs ... are tops
with others among favorite fishing jaunts.
Mention of Spencer and Enchanted ponds can't miss. Nor can WesL Grand,
Chesuncook, or Nicatous.
And the road dust on canoes, and parked cars lined side by side, are [resn

Telos Landing memories of a veteran Allagash guide.
A new road disturbs another, passing near his secret pond. .how long 'till more
discover the trout of which he's fond?
Lots marked off 'round a gin-clear lake ... cottages spring-up on the shore.
The fisherman knows what happens next ... as he has been there before.
The view ojKatahdinfrom Daicey, a mayfly hatch at Clish, a campfire on the
West Branch ... mean as much to fishermen as fish.
It's a moose on Dwelley, a mink on Austin Stream ... or a brood of whistlers 011
Attean that completes another dream.
A deer by day and a loon in the night ... are also important in a fisherman's life.
These are some things on the angler's mind. .. the memories, the worries, and
the hard to define. Each has his own, to him they 're unique. but they 're all part
of the fishing mystique.
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"Cf 'ab" Fish - 1971
Eighty-four fish caught in Maine
in 1971 have made the famous "One
That Didn't Get Away Club," the
state's official fishing contest. This
is about an average number of trophysized fish (if anything to do with fishing can be thought of as being average). And it shows that there are still
plenty of Junkers cruising Maine's
abundant waterways.
The tally of big fish registered
in the Club is as follows: brook trout,
4 (a poor showing for big brookies);
brown trout, 4; lake trout, 8; landlocked salmon, 12 (a good year for
Junker landlocks); black bass, 50;

and pickerel, 6. There were no Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, or
white perch entered in 1971.
In the accompanying table, we
have listed only the top fish in each
category. Judging from reader comments, this is always a popular feature of Maine Fish and Game. As
much as we'd like to list all Club
fish, space just does not permit it.
The Club's sponsoring agencyThe Department of Economic Development-awards qualifying fishermen a shoulder patch and a certificate of membership signed by
the Governor of Maine. Consider-

TOP FISI I I~

rrI IE ()~E T,I IA'T l)ION~T

EACH CATECOBY

(;E'T AWAY CLUB F()R 1971

weight

5 lbs.)

Brown Trout
(Minimum

weight 8 lbs.)

Lake Trout
(Togue)
(Minimum

weight

15 lbs.)

Landlocked
Salmon
(Mirurnurn weight 8 lbs.)

Black
(Minimum

Bass
5 lbs.)

weight

I

21Yz
21 'h
22
21'h

9/5
6/10
5/16
5/29

Pierce Pond
Passadumkeag River
Great Pond (Belgrade)
Rangeley Lake

yellow muddler
spinner & worms
smelt
silver Mepps

Elmer E. Dean, Searsport, Me.
Rocco Mattei, Leicester, Mass.
Leonard F. Smith, Bangor, Me.
Carroll Manning, Bangor, Me.

10-8
10-6
9-3
8-0

29'.4
27
28'h
30

5/29
7/24
6/19
7/16

Swan Lake
Silver Lake (Manchester)
Phillips Lake
Branch Lake

Super Duper
sewed bait
live bait
bait

Ray Caldwell, Madison, Me.
Robert R. Croteau, Auburn, Me.
John A. Roode, Skowhegan, Me.
Philip All'ard, Bangor, Me.
David Chouinard, Rumford, Me.

24
23-0
21-0
20-0
19-3

38
39
36
36'!..
38

717
3/31
5/30
8/15
6/16

Embden Pond
Moosehead Lake
Spring Lake
First Roach Pond
Wilson Lake (Wilton)

Chev-chase
Kastmaster
Ra pell a

Stanley W. Blood, Brooks, Me.
Reginald Cough, Bingham, Me.
Terry Perkins, Bedford, Mass.
Alfred St. Germain, Eagle Lake, Me.
Scott Ellis, Belfast, Me.
Mrs. Camille Labbe, Ft. Kent, Me.

11-2
9-12
9-12
9-4
8-12
8-12

32
25
29
28Y2
27'h
27'h

5/2
6/26
7/22
7/17
7/10
7/2

Lake St. George
Kennebec River (Bingham)
Panther Pond
Eagle Lake
Swan Lake
Square Lake

Barnes Special (streamer)
Rape Ila
Green Ghost (streamer)
live smelt
live bait
live bait

Randy Jezewski, Lynn, Mass.
Al Dunn, New Kensington, Pa.
Robert A. Nigro, So. Portland, Me.
John H. Thwaits, Carlisle, Mass.
Joseph Harty, Babylon, N. Y.

8-2
8-0
7-10
7-3
7-1

25
23'h
22 'h
22
----

9/12
7/5
7 /27
8/31
7/7

Sokokis Lake (Limerick)
Little Sebago Lake
Sand Pond (Baldwin)
Sebago Lake
Crescent Lake

live frog
Rape Ila
Rebel
plastic worm

Don Sisson, Lynnfield, Mass.
Steve Peabody, Bangor, Me.
Thomas P. Manning, Oakland, Me.
Fred A. Turner, Augusta, Me.
Rev. George Ingham, Vanceboro, Me.
Samuel M. Merion, Philadelphia, Pa.

6-0
4-7
4-6
4-5
4-0
4-0

26
25
27'!..
25

3/3
3/14
1/2

Eddington Pond
McGrath Pond (Belgrade)
Cobbosseecontee Lake
St. Croix River (Vanceboro)
Long Pond (Belgrade)

I

Pickerel
(Mi niruum weight
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4 lbs.)

Lure

5-5
5-2
5-2
5-1

Charles E. Reiche, Hartford, Conn.
Vinal Applebee, Jr., Enfield, Me.
Eudell Drury, Mercer, Me.
Jay Gardner, Augusta, Me.

Brook Trout
(Muumum

Where Caught

The Angler

The Fish

able prestige accompanies membership in the Club, to say nothing of
the personal satisfaction members
get out of outsmarting an extraordinary fish.
Qualifying weights are given below, along with the information on
the largest few fish of each species.
In order to qualify for the Club, a
fisherman must hold a Maine license
and catch his trophy by legal means.
Fish caught through the ice are eligible (a recent change in the rules),
but fish taken from a hatchery or
private pool are not. Official application cards are carried by all wardens, who must verify the fish's
weight for a prospective Club member. Weight can be certified by two
"disinterested" persons (now, who
can be disinterested in big fish'?)
and later reported to a warden.
•
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5/JO
24'h

8/6

Mooselook wobbler

red & white plug
live smelt
live bait
live bait
Crazy-crawler
frog
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Building on

a lake?
Why Not
Consider . • •
s THERE a lakeshore cottage or
year-round home in your future?
If so, welcome to the club, for
you are among the growing ranks
of those who are building or buying
on the water these days. The demand for shorefron t property has
never been greater. Prices are at
an all-time high. And a familiar
sound echoing across many Maine
waters has become that of hammer
and saw as more "dream homes"
rise on the shore.
But the road to lakeside living
is lined with pitfalls, and nobody
is more aware of this than those
who have already traveled this
route. To help others avoid these
pitfalls, the Thompson Lake Environmental Association has prepared the following guidelines for
lakeshore builders. Many of their
suggestions are useful, also, if you
are planning to buy an existing
cottage; keep them in mind as you
shop around for the right place.
Your little slice of paradise
should do more than just please you
and your family. It should be an
asset to the area that your neighbors will admire. Most important,
it should not be destructive of the
natural beauty of the surroundings
or of the quality of the lake's water.
You may not agree with all of the
opinions expressed here, but they
come from people who have built
houses on lakes and now see mistakes that could have been avoided. Perhaps you can profit by their
mistakes. Here is what they advise:

I
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Siting the House and Improving
the Waterfront:
• Don't allow your house and property to intrude upon the lake in
such a way that it destroys the
beauty of the lake for you and
for others.
• If the terrain and natural tree
growth allow it, consider masking
the house from the lake (and viceversa) by siting the house well
back from the lake and by keeping
a belt of trees between the house
and lake. The arrangement may
actually heighten the beauty of
the view of both woods and lake
from the house; at the same time
it preserves the natural appearance of the lake shore and helps
you obtain privacy and quiet. Such
trees can help greatly by absorbing nutrients from your septic
filter bed.
• If in doubt about cutting a tree,
wait. You can always cut it later,
but you can't put it back again.
It takes only five minutes to cut
down a tree that may have taken
fifty years to grow.
• Have a clear understanding with
your builder and excavator about
the trees that can be cut and cannot

be cut. Cutting down all the trees
makes it easier for the builder to
work but doesn't leave you with
much afterwards.
• Consider not having a road or
wide pathway to the water; it is
often not necessary. If you do have
one, consider curving it or angling
it, so that you don't expose the
house from the water. Roads can
create siltation and bank erosion
problems, and they are unsightly,
as seen from the lake.
• Consider how you can make the
exterior finish of your house harmonious with the lake and woods.
Avoid a stain or paint that is too
light.
• It's amazing what a difference
the color of shingles can make. If
they are too light, the house will
not harmonize with the woods and
the lake. Dark shingles of many
varieties are available.
• Be wary of dumping sand on your
waterfront. It may blot out the
natural features of your shoreline,
it may be an eyesore, and iL may
interfere with the ecology of the
lake-for
instance,
with fish,
aquatic insects, and frogs.
Maine Fish
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• Try to make any waterfront
equipment, such as docks, floats,
and storage arrangements, as unobtrusive as possible. A boathouse
built right on the water is hard
to mask. Keep waterfront alterations to a bare minimum. A removable-type dock is much better
for the lake than a permanent structure that requires shoreline alteration, tree clearing, and filling.
• You may want to have Cl light on
your waterfront, but keep in mind
that a steadily burning light on the
lake destroys the beauty of the
night for others.
• If your property has rocks along
the lake front, try not to disturb
them. Granted that for swimming
and boating it may be necessary to
do some re-arranging, but nature's
own arrangement has an appeal
that can't be duplicated with a
bulldozer. A permit must be secured from the Maine Forest Service before the shoreline can be
altered (see "Great Ponds ActIt Protects Our Shores," Maine
Fish and Game, Winter 1971-n).
Planning the House:
• Don't be in too great a hurry to
build. Thought, investigation, and
planning before building pay big
dividends afterward.
• In building a small house, it may
not be feasible to hire an architect;
but if you make your own floor
plan, an architect might draw
building plans for you for very
little, and your builder may be able
to do the specifications.

• In siting your house, take advantage of the natural features of
your land." For instance, if the land
slopes, you may be able to build
two stories for little more than the
price of one with a foundation.
• A house doesn't have to face
directly at the lake. Site your house
so that you get the best view of
lake and woods from the rooms you
will be using the most. Angling
a house with relation to the lake
can often accomplish wonders.
• Remember that the kitchen is
probably used more than any other
room in the house. Try to plan it
so that those who work in the
kitchen can enjoy the view.
• Avoid constructing a porch that
shuts out. the light. A cathedral
roofed porch on the end of a house
can be great. Consider where sunlight will come from in both summer
and winter.
• In the living room and perhaps
elsewhere, be sure that the windows are placed low enough so that
you can see the view while sitting.
Waste Disposal:
• Be certain that you are in compliance with all state and local
laws. Try to do even better than
that, for the better the waste disposal around a lake, the better the
lake will be for you and for others.

• Be sure that the required percolation tests have been made and
are satisfactory.
• See to it that all parts of your
filter bed are at least 100 feet from
the highwater mark on the lake.
Place the drainage bed still farther
away to insure against lake contamination.
• Consider the terrain: avoid planning a waste disposal system that
threatens the present or future
drinking water supply of your own
or of your neighbor. If in doubt,
hire a trained engineer or expert
to recommend safe solutions.
• Don't leave all these arrangements entirely to your plumber,
builder, or excavator. Take a personal interest. Try to familiarize
yourself with the problems of waste
disposal and the applicable regulations and laws. The Division of
Sanitary Engineering, State House,
Augusta, Maine 04330 (Telephone
289-3826) publishes "Private Sewage Disposal" and will gladly advise you.
• Remember, the lake belongs to
everyone for now and evermore.
The chemical and physical make-up
of the lake's waters took thousands
of years to create; if man continues
his present trends, these waters
may be completely destroyed, for
all the uses we now enjoy, in only
a matter of a decade or two. Think
about it as you consider building
a cottage on a lake.
•

Careful planning, attention to
details, compliance with building
and plumbing codes. and close
supervision during construction are
important if a cottage is not to become
a liability to the lake on which it is situated.
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Parasites

of Maine's

Fish

Frosh-water

By Dr. Marvin C. Meyer
Professor of Zoology
University of Maine at Orono

which obtain their livelihood at the expense of other animals, usually without killing
the latter, are known as parasites. During recent
years, the general public has taken more notice of and
concern in fish parasites, particularly those occurring
externally-free or encysted upon or under the skinor internally, in the flesh and in the body cavity.
The questions asked by anglers and campowners who
encounter such infested fish are usually: 1) What is
a parasite? 2) What are the animals that are parasitic
on native fresh-water fish? 3) How is the fish affected
and how do these hosts affect the parasite? 4) What, if
anything, can be done about fish parasites?
Parasitism may be defined as a close association between two kinds of animals, in which the parasite, the
smaller animal, is dependent upon the host which is larger; or, in a more restricted sense, the parasite lives upon
or within and at the expense of the host. The living animal
harboring the parasite is known as the host, which in
the following discussion is generally a fish.
Contrary to the popular belief, parasitism is very
common, there are. in fact, strong indications that there
may be more organisms living as parasites than there
are living a free and independent, non-parasitic existence. Under conditions in nature, there is rarely a single
individual fish, among all the numerous kinds, from the
smallest minnows to the choicest game fishes, which
does not harbor at least one or more kinds of parasites
somewhere in its body.
Often, the parasites are confined to the internal organs and, hence, are usually not noticed when the fish
is cleaned. But some of the parasites take up their
abode in other places in or on the body of the host. At
times, they form in the skin and even in the flesh, conspicuous cysts or nodules, which render the fish unsightly; as a result, it is often discarded as unfit for
human consumption. No organ or tissue is immune from
attack. While all kinds of fish harbor parasites, they
are found in some more frequently than in others, depending sometimes upon the age of the fish, the season
in which they are taken, and the type of lake or stream
in which the fish are found.
NIMALS

A

This article was condensed, with additional comments, from Fishery Research and Management Division Bulletin No. 1, 1954, "The
Larger Animal Parasites of the Fresh-Water Fishes of Maine" by
Marvin C. Meyer. This publication is now out of print.
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EFORE a parasitic relationship can be established,
it is necessary that the parasite not only make but.
maintain contact with an appropriate host. Contact is
generally made in one of two ways, either passively or
actively on the part of the parasite. Roughly speaking,
the terms passive and active host contact are identified
with internal and external parasites, respectively.
Passive entrance into the host occurs when the parasites are taken in along with the food. 'In the case of
passive entry, the parasites cannot, of course, influence

B

Copepods, or fish lice, swim through the water to make
contact with fish; these external parasites are most
commonly found on the gills and fins of the
host. Normal size is about one-quarter inch in diameter.

their entry into the host. They must wait until the host
itself takes them in. More parasites enter their hosts
through the mouth than any other way. Tapeworms
( cestodes ), roundworms (nematodes), spiny-headed
worms (Acanthocephala), and most flukes (trematodes),
gain entrance in this way. When this occurs, the parasites are usually in an advanced larval stage. In this
case, sexual maturity is usually reached in the digestive canal of the host. If, however, the fish is not
the final host (the host supporting the mature parasite),
but is a necessary intermediate host (a host harboring
the immature parasite)- or if it is the proper final host
but the immature parasites have not yet reached the
stage to be infective to the next host-they usually
migrate through the gut wall and undergo further deM aine Fish
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velopment outside the digestive tract but still within
the host. Active migration involving the penetration
of tissues occurs most frequently among flukes and
tapeworms.
When they first begin to take food, the fry of most
fishes start to accumulate a parasitic population. Regardless of the feeding habits of the adult, fresh-water
fishes almost without exception feed on crustacea and
other small organisms for a while after hatching. Since
some crustacea serve as the normal hosts for certain
immature worms, the young fish feeding upon them are
particularly open to invasion by these immature parasites. Young fish often have parasitic populations unlike those of the older fish of the same kind, and these
dissimilarities may be traced directly to differences
in food habits at different ages.
Active contact with the host by the parasite, on the
other hand, is generally the result of the parasite's own
activities. The parasite actively seeks out or lies in wait
among the vegetation for the host, and, as the latter
passes by, it quickly makes contact and attaches. Fish
lice ( copepods ), leeches, and some flukes infest their
hosts in this way.
In order that attachment may be maintained, once
contact has been made, various structural modifications
are present among the various members of this group.
The mouth parts of parasitic fish lice are adapted for
piercing the skin of the host; leeches have two well
developed suckers; some flukes have a large disc, usually provided with hooks, at the posterior end of the
body; and the immature forms of some flukes have
penetration glands, enabling them to enter the tissues
of the fish.

Weedy bays with mud bottoms, generally speaking,
yield a high degree of parasites among fishes because
the conditions there are favorable for the necessary
intermediate hosts. It is there that one finds snails,
used in the life cycle of most flukes, fish lice, and other
crustacea, which serve as intermediate hosts and food
for young fishes; and this is where certain kinds of the
larger fish goto feed. Migratory movements and random
wanderings of fishes tend to prevent the establishment
of absolute limits of such areas of parasitic distribution, but it is known that these areas exist in a number
of cases. The entire life cycle of any particular parasite
is intimately tied up with and conditioned by food
chains and the feeding habits of its hosts, and it follows
that an analysis of the kinds of parasites harbored by
an animal mirrors the habits of that particular animal.
While few investigations have been undertaken in
an attempt to measure the effects of parasites upon
fish, there remains no doubt that all kinds of parasites,
whether occurring singly or in great numbers, whether
larvae or adults, have a harmful effect upon the host.
This would seem to be true, even in the absence of
obvious symptoms. Even a single parasite withdraws
from its host enough food for its own sustenance. While
this amount may be small, and the actual harm done to
the host may not be visible by available measuring
methods, it is nevertheless a loss, and it weakens the
fish's vitality by just that much. The simple fact that

UT, regardless of the method the parasite uses to
establish contact, the food habits of a fish and many
of the conditions under which it lives influence the
nature and the number of the parasites which it will
carry. So definitely are the habits of the fish correlated with its parasites that it has been stated as a
generalization, that the parasites present reflect clearly the manner of life led by the host. Or, stated slightly
differently, the parasitic population of an animal is
primarily a function of its habits.

B

Typical life cycle of an internal parasite, thorny-headed
worm. A, egg containing larva, after escaping from adult female
worm in fish's intestine and before being eaten by fresh-water
shrimp ( 1 ); B, C, and D are developmental stages within
shrimp; E, adult worm, in intestine of smallmouth bass after
fish eats shrimp. Adult worm produces eggs, completing life cycle.
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a sufficient number of parasites can weaken or even
kill a fish is enough proof that each one does its share
toward that end and is, therefore, harmful.
It should be borne in mind that the parasite's existence is, ideally, a compromise between the host and the
parasite, the parasite extracting its daily toll while not
sufficiently injuring the host to cause its death. The
amount of injury is only a question of degree, and the
host would be better off without it, even if only a single
parasite were present. But there are ample cases involving obvious injury that are of even greater importance than the mere loss of host sustenance. The parasites may consume the body tissues or body fluids of
the fish or produce substances which are poisons and
act as irritants. They may inflict serious body wounds,
subject to secondary infection, or cause mechanical
injury by pressure or obstruction, and biological injury
by impairing the normal functioning of certain organs.
They may bring about changes in both the metabolism
and the behavior of the host. While some of these harmful effects are difficult to demonstrate, enough evidence
is available for others so that there is no question about
the harm done by parasites. Regardless of the kind or
degree, some injury to the host is always there.
of discussing the harm done by parasites, let us consider them in two groups, those
attacking as immature parasites and those that attack
fish as mature parasites. Of these groups, the adults
are less damaging to the host and although usually
present, they generally pass unnoticed by the angler.
The chief damage caused by mature external parasites, such as fish-lice, leeches, and some flukes, is
that they may extract large quantities of blood and
sometimes cause mechanical injury to the tissues at
the point of attachment. This may result in frayed fins
and in secondary infestations by fungi and bacteria.
Under natural conditions, however, these parasites
seldom occur in great numbers, and they do comparatively little harm. But when they are abundant, as is
likely under crowded conditions in hatchery pools, the
fish are greatly weakened and may eventually succumb
in large numbers. An epidemic of a fluke, Gyrobactylus
elegans, that occurred in lake trout at the Craig Brook
Hatchery at East Orland, Maine, during the late summer
of 1896, reduced the number of young fish from 39,000
to 10,000.
In addition to interfering with the normal growth of
the host as a result of utilizing its food materials, certain of these forms reaching maturity in the intestine which include the spiny-headed worms, most flukes,
tapeworms and roundworms-may affect the host in
other and even more serious ways. The worst damage
done by members of this group can be charged to certain of the spiny-headed worms. These worms hang
free in the lumen or hollow of the intestine and caeca,
being anchored to the lining of these organs by numerous hooks covering the proboscis or beak. The hooks

F
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may cause serious damage in the area where they are
embedded. And it is not unusual to find mature worms
that have worked their way through the wall of the
digestive tract and lie free in the body cavity. In some
cases, after reaching the body cavity, they even burrow
through the body wall and can be seen from the outside.
In the case of some of the tapeworms, the scolex or
head may be so deeply buried in the intestinal lining
that a prominent pit can be seen, marking the point of
attachment. The caeca of some fish may be so solidly
packed with certain parasites that it seems impossible
that the fat absorption function of the caeca is not
interfered with.

~

J\DOITION lo serving as hosts for mature ~arasites,
fishes very commonly harbor advanced immature
forms of worms which reach sexual maturity in other
fishes, birds, or even mammals. It is these immature
forms, usually encysted, of spiny-headed worms, most
flukes, tapeworms and roundworms, that are the more
damaging and likely to come to the attention of the
angler. If not evident from the outer surface, they are
observed encysted on the viscera, the walls of the body
cavity, or in the flesh of the fish. When the immature
parasites are discovered, the host is often adjudged
unfit for human food and is discarded. It is unfortunate
that many fish are thrown away because of a few unsightly, minor abnormalities, usually due to worm cysts,
which actually do not affect the edible qualities of the
fish. The immature forms are more damaging because,
among other reasons, they are usually encysted within
the host, while those mature parasites occurring on the
outer body surface as well as those of the intestinal
canal are on the outside, so to speak. Although not often
thought of in this way, the inner surface of the digestive tract, which is a tube with openings at both ends,
is outside the body.
In addition to causing more damage, immature forms
are observed much more frequently than sexually mature adults. As pointed out earlier, those parasites
which occur internally as adults gain entrance to the
final host with its food. They are not able to influence
their own fate but must wait until passively transferred
with the food. Since many immature forms never make
this vital transfer to the final host, great numbers must
be produced to compensate for the loss resulting from
the failure to make this contact. In a balanced condition in nature, only a limited number of any one kind
survives to replace the loss resulting from death of the
adults. Since the number of parasites apparently remains relatively constant, each individual theoretically
produces, on the average, only one adult to succeed it.

I

Although fish parasite control in the wild is impossible,
it is successful under the controlled conditions of a hatchery.
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of the various parasites of fish in naT ture is an exceedingly
complex problem, and much
HE CONTROL

more information on its various aspects is necessary
before any success can even be hoped for. While the
prospects for progress are dim, any approach is dependent upon a thorough knowledge of every developmental stage of each parasite's life from egg to adult
and also its relationship with all the hosts in which it
can live. A better understanding of the diseases of fish,
particularly those caused by animal parasites, is essential to a complete fish management program. Once this
information is available, it is sometimes possible to
achieve limited control by attacking the weakest link
in the life cycle of a parasite.
In reality, the control of parasites among animals
gcncrillly means that they must be eliminated through
the use of chemicals or some other means during some
phase of their life cycle; or, if not destroyed, they must
be prevented from making contact with the host. Either
of these methods would spell destruction of the parasites.
It should be remembered that the acquisition of internal parasites by fish is directly related to their feeding habits, which, if the fish are going to escape these

parasites, in reality means that they would be denied
food. Obviously, this is as impossible as it is impracticable. When a theoretically desirable method to be
employed would involve the elimination of an intermediate host not used as food by the fish in question,
one must always proceed with caution. Not only is such
a method seldom capable of execution, but more serious
consequences might result through disturbing the
normal balance in nature.
Obviously, control measures that depend upon the
extermination of any group of animals are indefensible
from the point of view of conservation, and wholly
impossible of application. Birds are protected under
the Migratory Bird Treaty, and killing them is illegal.
But even if it were legal, control by destroying them
would be extremely difficult in practice and would
meet with considerable opposition from the public.
Snails play such an important role in the food chains
of many aquatic organisms that the removal of this one
form of life, even if it were possible, would upset the
entire balance of the body of water involved. All possible consequences should be weighed and the greatest
caution exercised before meddling with the "Balance
of Nature." It is obvious that complete or nearly complete extermination of the host over a large area would
be necessary for any real control effectiveness, and
this with any animal is a task not to be taken lightly.
Under conditions in nature, control measures for the
elimination or even the reduction of parasitism have
never proven practicable. However, in hatcheries and
rearing pools, where the young are kept under controlled conditions, programs for the control of dangerous parasites may be inaugurated with expectations
of reasonable success. Pools and tanks may be treated
chemically to destroy pests, fishes may be subjected to
periodic dips like those administered to domesticated
animals for the removal of external parasites, and the
food supply may often be controlled to eliminate sources
of infection by internal parasites. A filtering system
of a Maine hatchery water supply is presently being
considered as a way to eliminate copepod infestations.
The importation of live fresh-water fish and eggs
into Maine is prohibited by law except with written
permission of the fish and game commissioner. This
law serves to prevent the introduction of fish parasites and diseases which may be harmful to our fishery
resources.
HIS ARTICLE will serve as an introduction to a series
on several fresh-water fish parasites and their significance in fish management. The introduction and the
succeeding articles will be available as reprints after
appearing in Maine Fish and Game. They will be written
by state fishery biologists and will treat some of the
more common parasites in our waters.
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MIGRATORY BIRD
ST AMPS GOES UP
FROM S3 TO SS

N

c
NEW
NAVIGATIONAL
MARKINGS
At the opening of the 1972 boating season, Maine boating enthusiasts and visitors will find several
lakes across the state where marking projects for navigational hazards
have been completed. In the southern and western portions of Maine,
marking has been completed on
Mousam Lake in Acton, Sebago
Lake in Naples, Great and Long
ponds in Belgrade, and Rangeley
and Mooselookmeguntic Lakes in
Rangeley. Moose head Lake in
Greenville has been marked as
well, with the exception of Spencer
Bay, where some pulp operations
make marking impractical.
Marking projects are in progress
on Great East Lake and Horn Pond
in Acton and on Messalonskee Lake
in Belgrade, where markers extend from the state launching
ramps to the main water bodies.
Maranacook Lake in Winthrop is
partially marked, also, and Cobbosseecontee Lake in Manchester
is marked with the exception of
the extreme south end, which, it
is hoped, will be completed this
summer.
28

The navigation chart for Sebago
Lake has been printed and distributed. It is in the process of
being updated, however, and other
charts are in the planning stages.
Maine's permit system enables
any individual, organization, or
municipality to place buoys on
waterways, providing they obtain
a free permit from the Department
of Parks and Recreation. The buoys
must conform to state regulations
regarding size, color, and placement, however.
The Department of Parks and
Recreation, in co-operation with
the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game, is preparing a list of
waterways across the state which
will be marked in the future. The
criteria for selection are 1) the
waterway must have public access,
2) there must be sufficient boating
use to warrant marking, and 3)
there must exist sufficient hazards
to make marking desirable.
The Department of Parks and
Recreation also administers more
than 40 boat launching sites, created under a program set up to
ensure that Maine's boating fans
have access to the desirable lakes
and rivers, as well as the salt water.

When U.S. waterfowl hunters
go to post offices this fall to buy
Migratory Bird Hunting Stamps
for the 1972-73 season, they will
pay an extra amount for the privilege as a result of new legislation passed by Congress.
President Nixon has signed into law (P.L. 92-214) a bill which
authorizes the Secretary of the
Interior to increase the price of
the so-called "duck stamp" from
$3 to $5. The stamp is required for
everyone
who hunts migratory
waterfowl and has reached his
16th birthday. State licenses are
also required.
Funds from the sales of duck
stamps are earmarked for use by
the Bureau of Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife to acquire waterfowl
wetlands. Some 3,000,000 duck
stamps were sold for the 1971-72
season, so the increase should
produce about $5 million in added
revenue, according to Bureau
sources, even if sales drop off to
some extent as a result of the higher price and other factors.
Last increase in the price of
the duck stamp was authorized in
1958, when the annual fee went
from $2 to $3. Since that time, the
average cost of acquiring wetlands
has increased by 68 per cent, the
Bureau reported.
In a long-range effort to preserve
waterfowl wetlands, the Congress
also has been advancing money
from a special accelerated acquisition fund which is to be repaid
from future duck stamp sales. For
the current 1972 fiscal year, the
advance appropriation was $7.5
million.

Boating is Fun
If You Play It
SAFE
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Fish and Gurne Commissioner

LETTERS
Editor's Note: One of the things we have
found from the questionnaire survey of readers
is that letters to the editor would be a popular
addition to the magazine. This idea has a lot
of merit, and henceforth we will print letters
of sufficient general interest. Letters must be
brief and to the point. They must be signed,
but we will use only initials on request.

FROM OUR READERS
To the Editor:
l enjoy reading the great variety of interesting articles in Maine Fish and Game ...
There is, however, an animal that inhabits
at least a part of this state and I cannot recall reading about it in your magazine. This
animal is the grey fox .....
A. Sayward Lamb
West Paris, Maine
Because this animal is very limited in
Maine, \\'e have not written much about it,
but it is covered briefly in an article which
appeared in the Winter 1967-68 issue .

Dear Sir:
Upon our arrival at our summer camp on
Upper Shin Pond we were pleased to find a
card on the door indicating that Warden Ted
Hanson had visited the property and found
everything in order.
We appreciate this attention by your Department. We are also impressed with the
knowledge, interest and courtesy of those of
your wardens with whom we have talked.
It might interest you to know that although
my wife did not fish, she nonetheless bought
a season fishing license feeling that the supervision and regulation of fish and wild life by
your people deserves the support of those who
enjoy Maine's woodlands whether or not they
fish or hunt. Frankly, I would like to see more
of the financial cost of your organization supported by non-hunting non-fishing users of
Maine's recreation areas.
James C. Shaw
E. Heddarn, Conn.
Admiral Shaw, you can be assured that your
comments are very much appreciated by the
Warden Service and the Department as a
whole.

SUBSCRIPTION
EXPIRING?

Don't take a chance on missing a
single issue of Maine Fish and
Game - check to see when your
subscription expires.
If you see LAST COPY printed
on your mailing label, the current
subscription has run out.
The last two digits on the top
line of the label code indicate your
last issue - 23, for example, stands
for the 3rd (summer) issue of 1972.
A subscription that has been extended before running out will
have four characters (no zeros)
in the second line of the coding.

•

Enclosed is a clipping out of the Clearwater
(Florida) Sun which I think you will be interested in. I do not see how anybody who can
have a gun to use can be so cruel as to shoot
such a wonderful bird as an eagle. They are
getting scarce as everybody knows. I have
not seen one for more than ten years in Maine
or while I have been in Florida every winter
for many years.
Edward C. Lord
Auburn, Maine
We certainly agree that it is difficult to
understand why anyone would shoot an eagle
or any other species of bird or animal whicn
is on the endangered list. We and other agencies are doing what we can to persuade people
to leave these species alone, and the news
media are doing a good job, too. Jn the end.
however, it will be up to the public in general
to determine what will happen Lo the eagle.

•

Gentlemen:
l spend a lot of time reading your "Open
Water Fishing Laws." More reading the law
than fishing. I can understand the rules 0.K.
but you have some abbreviations that are not
explained anywhere in the booklet. W.E.L.S.,
E.D., M.D., B.K.P., W.K.R., N.D., N.E.K.P.,
N.B.K.P., E.K.R. They make it look as though
you were keeping secrets in code. How's to
let us outsiders in on it?
John E. Burbank
Middlebury, Conn.
The nivsterious initials are abbreviations of
offi"cial designations for various areas in the
state.
There are quite a few such abbreviations.
The most common ones and their meanings
are as follows: ED (East Division ). EKR (East
of the Kennebec River). WKR (You guessll,
MD (Middle Division), NWP (North of Waldo
Patent]. WELS (West of the Easterly Line
of the State), and WBKP (West of Bingham's
Kenne/Jee Purchase).
We hope this clears up the matter and that
you no\\' believe that it is not part of a secret
plot against outsiders.'
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USE THAT
LITTER BAG
The "Pack it Out" campaign,
sponsored by state agencies with
the support of conservation and
business interests, is in its third
year.
Large, heavy-duty litter bags are
available free of charge from the
Keep Maine Scenic Committee,
Department of Parks and Recreation, Augusta.
The bags are lettered with the
five-point, back country code: Pack
out cans, bottles and other unburnable items; burn other litter in
your campfire; leave a clean camp
and a dead fire; obey your state
forest fire, fish and game, and
litter laws; and report acts of vandalism to rangers and wardens.
Out-of-doors people are urged to
respect the litter laws, thus keeping Maine attractive, staying out of
trouble, and also retaining the
good will of Maine landowners who
are allowing them to enjoy our
natural resources.
The litter bags are also available at the various park areas and
from forest rangers.

PLEASE USE THIS
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PHEASANT
PROGRAM
OVER SUBSCRIBED

Because of an over subscription
by co-operators, the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Game is going to match pheasant
allocations on a three-for-four
basis this year.
Stanley P. Linscott, superintendent of the Hatchery Division,
explained that "because of receiving applications for more than
10,000 birds, we felt the only equitable method would be to split the
pheasants up this way, thus giving
all applicants an opportunity to
take part in this popular program."
He said that about 14,000 birds
will go to the co-operators, to be
matched in the fall with 10,500
from the Game Farm.
The Department will release all
birds this year on areas not only
considered suitable habitat, but
also as remote as possible from
dwellings. Wherever practicable,
wildlife management areas will be
used for stocking these game birds.

Mrs. Mark B. Needelman, representing Citizens Who Care,
made up of Portland area residents, presents a
$2,500 check to Fish and Game Commissioner
Maynard F. Marsh to go toward the purchase of
Outer Green Island in Casco Bay. This is one of several eider
duck nesting islands in the bay the Department hopes to acquire.

The Warden Aircraft Division has acquired two
surplus Bell, two-seat helicopters. The machines were
used this winter for dog-deer surveillence and will also be
utilized for rescue missions. One helicopter will be
stationed in Augusta and the other at the plane base in Greenville.

REMINDER!
The Maine Fish and Game Department is issuing a reminder
to sportsmen and interested citizens that hearings to consider
changes in fishing regulations
will be conducted in late August
and September.
The deadline for submission of
petitions has been set for Aug. 1,
according to Commissioner Maynard F. Marsh. Hearings now are
conducted both in August and
September, and by virtue of a
change by the 105th Maine Legislature in February and March also.
The hearings will be scheduled
in appropriate locations for the
bodies of water concerned.
MOVING?
If vou arc moving, please drop
us a ~line and give both your present mailing address (exactly as it
appears on your mailing label) and
your new one, including zip codes.
We must have this information at
least four weeks in advance of the
next publication date. The magazine is not forwarded automatically,
and undeliverable copies arc not
returned to us.
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By Clarence Beezley

the

BAMBI
myth
A fawn deer teetering
on spindly legs may
look helpless

and in

trouble, but his best
cha nee for su rviva I is
to be left in the wild.
This article, reprinted
from the Texas Parks
and Wildlife magazine,
is applicable to any
and

all

states

with

deer populations.

never did, doesn't,
and never will exist. Unfortunately,
a fawn deer
looks just like a Bambi. But a fawn
deer is wild, and you cannot make
a wild thing something that was
created with a cartoonist's pencil.
But people
keep trying-many
times each year.
They will find it just lying there,
no larger than a twiggy-legged
house-cat, all curled up like a caterpillar, a bundle in the grass, with

A

WILD BAMBI
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smooth tawny skin flecked with
small spots of frozen sunshine.
There will be just enough black for
highlights - a line down the back,
around a tiny muzzle, and a shadow
around the eyes.

Large in proportion to the head,
the eyes will be set below a pair of
long, soft, slightly floppy ears. The
eyes will do it-slightly almondshaped with long lashes, they will
be soft and innocent and dark, yet
31

so limpid that one can almost see
a pure soul reflected in the depths.
The fawn will have a beauty that
will put a lump in the throat, and
someone is sure to say, "Oh! It
looks just like Bambi!"
But the fawn's beauty is a flaw.
It would be better for deer and for
people if fawns looked more like
wart hogs. Then they wouldn't
be taken home.
Fawnnapping is a violation of
both state and natural laws. But
a fawn is beautiful and this makes
it easy to rationalize the crime "It looks so thin and alone," or,
"The mother is probably dead,''
or, "We had better take it home and
save its life." They do, and when
they do, they might as well kill it.
They usually name the new pet
Bambi. It will follow the children
and suckle their fingers. It will
drink milk from a bottle and soon
learn to drink from a pan. It will
romp about like a little lamb on its
dainty, razor- sharp, little hooves.
An affection-giving child may pick
up Bambi, the fawn may lash out
with its razor hooves, and there will
be some nasty gashes.
"But after all, the child should
have known better! Bambi was
frightened."
A good many Bambies die within
the first three months. One minute
it will be all right, then suddenly it
.will have dysentery. Within a few
hours it will be dead because baby
deer need their mother's milk.
Bambi will have a suitable burial
and for a long time there will be
sad memories about the lovable
pet that died suddenly.

game wardens receive many calls from people
attempting to get permission to
adopt Bambi. They want to legalize
fawnnapping. Their justifications
are all the same. "It was starving,"
or, "Its mother was run over by a
car," or, "The mother was shot."
The request will be refused.
The phone will go quiet, then the
rebuttal. "Well, if you think I would
let that poor little thing starve

E
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. . . , " or, "How could you be so
cruel?"
The warden will probably not
say it, but he may think about the
real cruelty-the
taking of something that can never fit into a domestic life and making it something
that can never be wild.
Picking up adopted Bambies is
one of the most unpleasant duties
that a warden must perform. He
will face crying mothers and crying
children, the latter who will remember him as the man who took
away Bambi. The father will tell
his friends that he could have been
fined for saving a deer's life.
Bambi must be taken to the state
game farm or to an area where it
can be conditioned to a life in the
woods. Finding such a place is
often a problem; but the sooner this
happens the better the chance the
young deer have of living, and the
less problem they will be to society.
Bambies kept illegally are sometimes discovered when neighbors
call in because, "That pet deer
'so and so' is eating my garden."
If Bambi's foster parents find out
which neighbor called, a neighborhood feud may be spawned. This
is only one of the problems caused
by Bambies.
A young fawn has no scent. When
it becomes older, it will develop an
odor indiscernible to humans but
which brings out the hunting instinct in the friendliest of dogs.
Many wild-born Bambies, trained
to trust, are slain by pet dogs whose
primitive instincts are stirred by
a wild odor. But philosophizing is
redundant. The end results are,
again, bad.
Some Bambies live long enough
to become well-developed
deer.
When they do, there is a good
chance some humans are going to be
hurt. Remember
little
Bambi's
razor-like feet? Grown deer still
have the razors plus more muscle
to wield them. A tame doe can and
has scarred children's faces with
a playful paw of a hoof.
Does are dangerous but buck
deer are deadly. Stories about
people being injured or killed by pet

buck deer are regular newspaper
fare.
In the second year of his life a
buck deer reaches maturity and in
addition to sharp hooves, he acquires antlers supported by a muscular neck. During mating season
he is no longer Bambi - he is a
buck. He is looking for a territory
to defend and does for mates. A
tame buck deer has no friends and
no fear of people. He is capable of
killing people, and often turns on
his foster parents.
What do you do with pet deer
that suddenly revert to their wild
ways. Give them to a zoo? Zoos
have no room or need for deer.
Years ago, they became overstocked with other peoples' Bambies.
Turn them loose in the woods?
You can but you must take them a
long way or they will very likely
return home. If you are .successful
and they stay in the woods, they
will be outcasts. They own no
territory and other deer will chase
them into marginal deer country,
where if it is a buck it may take
out its frustration on people.
Sometimes one of these misfit
deer will adopt a country road as
its territory. It is a place where
it can meet people. Such a tame
deer may become a local institution
as people stop and feed it and
maybe have their picture taken
with it. It seems like a good arrangement until sooner or later
along will come the scum of humanity with the eyes of the mink and
the heart of a shrike - and another
Bambi will have been butchered.
o MAKE a Bambi a wild creature
again is impossible-it already
has been robbed of the chance to
be what nature intended. It is too
wild for civilization and too civilized for the wild. It will be an outcast forever.
The name Bambi is a misnomer.
"Billy Budd" would be a much
better name for a pet deer. A fawn
left in the woods has at least a
chance to survive, but one made
into a Bambi must die a cruel death.
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